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Derelict structures are being turned into dwellings that incorporate
their original features

A mill conversion designed by WT Architecture, in the shell of a former threshing mill in the Scottish Borders

ew, comfortable and exciting homes that arise from a heap of ruins would seem like a
hopeful metaphor for our time. Worldwide, there seems to be a growing trend to take

derelict and ruinous properties and build a new structure that rises gleaming, like a phoenix
from ashes.

“We have an innate attraction to ruins, to thick walls and
protective spaces, to the feeling of defensiveness you find in castle ruins,” says William
Tunnell, principal architect at Edinburgh-based WT Architecture. “Some people manage to
transform [such historic ruins] into their homes and bring that extraordinary dimension to
where they live,” he says.

WT Architecture’s first ruin rescue project, The White House on the Isle of Coll in Scotland’s
Inner Hebrides, has won numerous awards. The remains of a grade B-listed, 18th-century
Georgian home, uninhabited for more than a 100 years, have been turned into a striking
five-bedroom dwelling. Completed in 2010, the new home is three times larger than the
remains of the old house, “but we wanted to make sure the original ruin has the prime

How new homes can emerge from ruins —
while remaining part of them
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The White House, showing the zigzag split in the
gable end

Goldfields Ruin in Victoria, Australia

presence”, says Tunnell. “The new accommodation is made to be subservient to the ‘main’
[ruined] house.”

About half of the ruin is unoccupied, its gable end cleft in two with a zigzag split. “The
property’s ruinous nature was part of its joy,” says Tunnell. “To occupy this part of the
building that was so twisted and cracked would have been too much of a challenge, so this
area is used as an open-roofed courtyard.” The crack was caused by early subsidence that
has now stabilised. Nevertheless the picturesque ruined walls had to be made safe. “The first
year of work was all consolidation: re-pointing, carefully inserting concrete lintels and
discreet stainless steel straps.

The new extension also adds stability.” As well as large
glazed areas and timber cladding, the modern
extension has newly built walls of reclaimed stone and
an interior feature wall of exposed stone.

WT Architecture’s most recent project, completed last
year in the Scottish Borders, was to convert a ruined
threshing mill, abandoned for 70 years, into a holiday
home. “The clients wanted the character of the original
building to shine through while still having a modern,
comfortable and well-insulated house,” says Tunnell.
The solution was to insert a timber-framed, double-
glazed home within the consolidated walls of the ruin.
The modern house rises above the original walls “like a
soufflé”, allowing in light. The roof was rebuilt using
original slates.

In 2009, a similar approach transformed
Goldfields Ruin — a derelict house in rural
Victoria, Australia, that had been roofless since
bushfires in 1977. “The design floats a new roof
above the old walls, a sliver of glass separates
the two so the roof effectively hovers over the
old walls,” says architect Andrew Rowe of
Centrum Architects. “The uneven contour of the
top of the wall can be experienced from both
inside and out.”

In 2005, Latvian architects, NRJA, took a slightly different approach with its House of
Ruins. The ruined walls of a 19th-century barn in Saka, Latvia, have been consolidated and a
new single-storey structure hidden within. Instead of a new roof rising above, it is level with
the top of the old walls. From a distance, its appearance still remains that of a ruin.

By contrast, Portuguese firm SAMI architects built a blocky concrete home, E/C House, on
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Kemeys Folly, an old hunting lodge in Wales, before and after its restoration

House of Ruins in Latvia

the volcanic island of Pico in the Portuguese Azores, which rises unashamedly from a ruined
barn. Finished in 2014, its crumbling dark basalt walls are only minimally restored in places.
From one angle, the brutalist edifice erupts from a sculpture of textured rock; from another
the new shelters in the old’s embrace. The contrast of materials and styles is what defines
the project, says architect Inês Vieira. “The stone and the concrete is a very beautiful
synthesis of the project,” she says. “An old material and a new material ageing together with
a strong sense of belonging to a natural site.”

Building a modern structure
within ruined walls is one of three
general approaches to adapting
ruins. “The other ways are to
build on the ruin or over the
ruin,” says Michael Davies, of
Davies Sutton Architects, which
specialises in such projects. The
firm was responsible for the
residential conversion of Kemeys
Folly, a ruined grade II-listed

hunting lodge in Wales that was completed in 2008 and is now on sale for £2m through
estate agents Chewton Rose. “Building on top of ruins is probably the most common method
— you’re acknowledging the existing structure and continuing to build up,” says Davies. “If
you’re building outside the ruins it’s because you want to protect the historic fabric; it’s more
of a museum approach.” (Rarely used in residential projects, this “museum approach” has
been used to great effect by Lithuanian architect, Gintautas Natkevicius, who has made a
home like a Russian doll: enclosing a historic brick house inside a steel and glass cube.)

When building directly on top of ruins, “it’s important to make sure that any new work is
fully reversible without damaging the original structure, and if you’re adding something
modern to a listed building you should be able to ‘read’ the difference between old and new”,
adds Davies.

In the UK, Northumberland-based architect
Kevin Doonan has designed the conversion of a
ruined grade II-listed, 18th-century farmstead
and a neighbouring 16th-century “bastle house”
(a fortified house) into a family home, holiday
cottage and office. “The metre-thick walls of the
bastle house — that would have originally been
two or three-storeys high — were only about
1.2m high,” says Doonan. “We built up the
walling of the ruined bastle in stone and then
continued with contemporary steel and glass.
It’s created an exciting structure that would
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RM House in Portugal by Fernando Coelho

Blencowe Hall in Cumbria, England, where three floors were
built within a ruined tower

otherwise have been lost.” The project cost £750,000, excluding purchase of the original
ruin.

While it is a sustainable approach to conserving built heritage, doing up a ruin is not an
inexpensive route to homebuilding. “Invariably, it would be cheaper to build new than to
consolidate ruins and occupy them,” says Tunnell. However, this strategy, dubbed
“constructive conservation” by English Heritage, is more economical than painstakingly
restoring a ruined building to its original design.

Astley Castle in Warwickshire, an old fortified English manor house, was converted into a
holiday home at a cost of £2.5m by London-based WWM architects, and went on to win the
RIBA Stirling prize in 2013. “An earlier proposal for its total restoration was budgeted at
£10m,” says WWM director William Mann. Quality has not been compromised. The
Landmark Trust, which owns the building, describes the transformation as “modern
architecture unashamedly but sympathetically stitched into ancient fabric, today’s craftsmen
and women linking hands with their predecessors”.

“You can build a future on the past,” says Mann.

Portuguese architect Fernando Coelho agrees.
“Ruins give us good pointers for the design of
new parts,” says Coelho, who has converted a
cluster of farm buildings in Portugal into a sleek
modern home. “The old Portuguese
architectural style included interesting
concepts, such as considerable sun exposure
and high-quality materials that are excellent

building blocks for modern architecture.”

The building blocks of history are evident in a
dramatic conversion at Blencowe Hall in
Cumbria, England. This grade I-listed fortified
manor house has two castellated towers, one of
which has been ruined for more than 300 years
with an impressive vertical gash from top to
bottom. “It would once have been standard
conservation practice to leave the split tower as
a ruin, but English Heritage supported our
desire to bring the structure back into use,” says
its owner, Christine Rowley. It was quite a
challenge. “The tower had a tree growing in its

centre, it was roofless and the stone walls were slowly collapsing,” says Tony Barton,
architect at Donald Insall Associates. The tree was removed in 2007 and three floors of
accommodation were built entirely inside the ruin, with windows and glass-fronted
balconies inset behind the gash. “The new floors tie the old stone walls together. A new
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chapter has been written in the hall’s story without losing any of its history,” says Barton.

“Guests love the juxtaposition of the historic and contemporary,” says Rowley, who now
runs the property as an upmarket holiday rental. “You can look out from your bedroom and
the view of the countryside is framed by the rough stone sculpture of ruined walls.” Historic
fabric takes priority inside too. “There are quirky features, such as rocks emerging from the
middle of floors, odd-shaped doorways and steps in strange places,” she says.

We need not worry that all Britain’s ruined castles will soon sprout high-end apartments or
holiday homes in order to fund their continued existence. “Some ruins are part of our
language of the picturesque — an essential silhouette in a sublime landscape painted by
famous artists,” says Trevor Mitchell, planning and conservation director of English
Heritage. “If what’s important about a place is that it’s a ruin, we’d say don’t change it.” This
tenet applies worldwide of course, but with increased rural-urban migration, ruination
continues apace. Hopefully, one day, new homes will rise from the rubble.
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